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Don’t just  collect Destroy

Until now, air purifiers have attempted to collect pollutants on filters where they can 
multiply and release back into the air. Forget the past. Destroy pollutants instead.

Don’t just collect！Destroy！



INDOOR
AIR POLLUTION
IS COMPLEX AND DIFFICULT TO PURIFY

PureMax`s revolutionary design allows air pollutants to be 
exposed to UVC germicidal light. The vertical chamber design to 
decrease the air flow speed to allow more time for disinfection, 
making it 3 times more efficient in disinfection of air. Third-party 
testing proved that PureMax UVC air sterilizer can effectively 
inactivate pathogens such as bacteria and viruses.



PureMax UVC air purifier 
can effectively remove and inactivate the widest range of pollutants, pathogens chemicals 

from the air you breath



99.99%
Staphylococcus aureus
Destruction period:2 hours

99.99%
H1N1
Destruction period: 2 hours

99.99%
E.coli
Destruction period:2 hours



Stage 2

Medical Grade 
UVC Light
A powerful 254nm UVC ultra high efficiency 
short wave quartz light tube intensifed with 
mirror grade reflection technology.

HERE IS 
HOW PUREMAX WORKS



Stage 1

HEPA Filter
Full room filtration starts with a HEPA rated 
H1O filter that removes larger particles so 
that the next stage can be most effective.



HEPA and UVC light technologies have been a trusted combination for air purification in different  
environments. Recent break-throughs in UVC light manufacturing have made it possible for high quality 
UVC bulbs to enter the consumer market. PureMax's 2-Stage air purification focuses on maximum UVC 

exposure time rather than just collecting pollution and maximizing air volume.



UVC has a 99.9% sanitization rate against a variety of bacteria and viruses

PureMax's Built-in high-efficiency 
thermal cathode UVC dual light tube

UVC at 257.3 nm causes the inactivation of almost all known pathogens.
Direct exposure to UVC light with the appropriate wavelength of cuases damage the molecular 
structure of DNA or RNA of living cells such as pathogens, resulting in the inactivation of those 

pathoges and in sterilization and disinfection of the surfaces they reside.
For this purpose, PureMax uses 254 nm UVC high-efficiency short-wave UV light technology, 

which uses highly permeable quartz light tubes.

UVC Inactivation of bacteria signalsUVC Inactivation of the virus signal

Before treatment After treatment

Bacterial DNA breaks

Viral RNA breaks

After treatment Before treatment



UVC increases efficiency by 30%

Mirror-grade optical coating reflection 
technology
Using mirror-grade optical coating as UVC reflector with a total light reflectivity 
reaching 93%, the utilization efficiency of UVC was greatly improved. Compared with 
the traditional use of stainless steel as a reflector in medical air sanitization 
equipment, the optical coating increased the sterilaztion efficeincy of the UVC light 
tube by more than 30%.

Vacuum Plating

The coating carrying layer
Reflective metal sputtering layer
Antioxidant metal sputtering layer

Light refraction



Mirror-grade optical coating reflection technology

Increases UVC efficiency by more than 35%

93%

55%
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The detection value of UVC outside the machine is lower than3µW/cm2

Can human-machine co-existence UVC 
overflow rate less than 0.01%

Direct exposure to ultraviolet light can cause eye and skin damage.
PureMax UVC air purifier encloses a cluster of ultraviolet light areas inside the 

body enclosure.
The air is pulled into the the body for sterilization and disinfection.

The intensity of UVC light outside the body is less than 3μW/cm2, which is far less 
than the safety level of 100μW/cm2/minute 

recommended by NIOSH for direct exposure to UVC light.

Note: The above UVC irradiated dose is measured by Lippo. 
Detection equipment (upper forest LH-126C optical irradiation meter)

 Samples are 30cm from the body according to the GB28235-2011 national standard.



High air purification throughput

Promote indoor air circulation
Disinfect the indoor air once or twice every hour to reduce the accumulated concentration of bacteria and viruses 

in the indoor air, which can effectively reduce the chance of cross infection.
 PureMax air purification machine has an efficient, and can disinfect the air in a 

300-500 square feet room three to four times per hour.

Turbine silent 
impeller

Brushless DC motor
3.5m Effective working 

radius 3.5m
Type A spoiler loop

AR
< 350cm



Product parameters

Net size 7.87"(L)×7.87"(W)×16.93"(H)

Color White

Net weight

Input  power AC100-240V / 50~60Hz

Applicable area 300 - 500 ft2

Noise 38 - 65dB

Power 38W

Brand Cetrix

Manufacturers MC-Y-400 

5.95 lb



CONTACT CETRIX
sales@cetrixinc.com

302 480 9399
8 The Green, Suite 5945, Dover, DE 19901 

www.cetrixstore.com




